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Abstract
Convergence of two inexact Newton-like methods suitable for application in incrementai Unite element analysis of problems of  
clasto-plastieity is investigated by a new technique based on a certain approximation condition. It is shown that the convergence 
cap be controlled by the size of load increments, A numerical example illustrâtes the developed theoretical results.
1. Introduction
The use of incremental finite element analysis for the numerical solution of problem s of solid 
mechanics with elasto-plastic material behaviour leads to the necessity of solving large nonlinear
systems of equations. This is usually done by some Ncwton-like iterative method, such as the initial or 
tangent stiffness methods described later in Sections 6 and 7. One of our goals is to clear up the 
conditions for the convergence of these methods.
The numerical implementation of the Newton-like methods requires the solution of large sparse 
linear systems. This task can be performed by direct or iterative solvers. In many cases, e.g. typically 
when solving 3D problems, the use of iterative solvers is more efficient (see e.g. [1,2,8]). But when we 
use an iterative solver then it is very natural to use inexact versions of the Newton-like algorithms in 
order to not to waste our effort by solving the linear systems with too high an accuracy. T he second goal 
in this paper is the proof of convergence of the inexact versions of the initial and tangent stiffness 
iterative methods.
The paper begins with a short description of elasto-plasticity problems. The numerical technique 
considered here for the solution of these problems, is the incremental finite element m ethod which is 
described in Section 3. The stress computation within the load steps is assumed to be perform ed with 
the aid of the elasto-plastic tangential operator. A regularization of the stress computation procedure is 
described in Section 4. In this introductory part of our paper, we closely follow the inspiring book [9], 
but many details can be found also in other publications such as [12,11]. The use of regularization 
enables us to obtain nonlinear systems with continuous and locally strong m onotone opera to r, see
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Section 5. The results of this section are similar to the results of [9], but we hope that our proofs are 
found to be somewhat simpler and that we succeeded in removing some drawbacks from [9],
Sections 6 and 7 contain our main convergence results. In the analysis of convergence we exploit a 
new analysis technique based on certain approximation conditions. This technique, previously used in 
[4], enables us to prove the convergence under very natural assumptions which concern only the size of 
the load increments and gives results which are stronger than the results which can be obtained directly 
from the local monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity.
Finally, the results for standard incremental methods with another type of regularization are 
discussed and some numerical examples are presented in Section 8 .
N O TA TIO N .  Throughout the paper, we use the notations
v) = urv , | |m ||  =  Vu^it
»
for u E / n ^ l .  Moreover, a dot denotes a derivative with respect to t, e.g.
áu
w==~d7 '
2. Elasto-plasticity
Let us consider a body ß c R 3 whose internal state after loading is described by the displacement 
u = u(x) =  (^ (x ) ,  h2(*)» uÁx)) > x E &
and the vectors
e — e ( u , je) =  (e n , e 22> £335 ^ 12  ^ ^ 2 1 ’ ^235 ^32? *m3* ^31)
cr — 0"(x) — (cTu, 0*22, Ö33 ? CTi2> 2^1 > °23s *^32» °*13» ° 3l) T
which contain all components of the small strain tensor and the Cauchy stress tensor, respectively. Here,
e,or£S = { v ^ R  : u4 = vs, u6 -  u7, u8 = v9} ,
1 du¡ 1 3«# 
eu =  eiM> x^= 2 ~ d x ^ ^  +  2 ~ d x ¡ ^ -
The standard model o f  elasto-plasticity is then defined by the relations
e — ee + ep , e =  e(u) , 
cr =  D ec ,
Pip-, k )  0 ,
3#
Aep — yp , p — E  5 ,
(1)
(2)
Ak = yz
where
e , ep are, respectively, elastic and plastic part of the strain vector e, which is supposed to be 
compatible with some displacement m,
•  D  is a 9 X 9 matrix which defines a linear relation between cr and eL, D  is symmetric and positive 
definite in S,
P  = P(cr, k )  is a function defining the yield surface P  = 0 ,
k E  Z is a scalar or a vector of hardening parameters, Z = R k, k 5= 1, is the space of hardening 
parameters,
Aep is an increment of plastic deformations,
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y is a plastic multiplier (associated plasticity is assumed),
•  A k is an increment of hardening parameters,
•  z E Z  is a scalar or a vector depending on the type of the adopted hardening rule.
All the above quantities depend also on x E i i  as both the material and the stress-strain  state are x 
dependent. The details can be found e.g. in [11,9].
To simplify the presentation, we assume that P is everywhere differentiable and denote by p % q the  
gradients of P corresponding to cr and k ,
P
c)P_
c)a
dP ^
q  _  —  0  2  .
1 ()K
We also assume the validity of the inequalities
«
p l Dptq z < 0  , ( X
P ' DP
Tq z
(3)
E X A M P L E : von Mises plasticity with strain hardening.
Z) 0
0 D
À + 2p, 
D i =  A
A
A
A +  2/jl
A
A
A
A -f
Dt = diag(2 /u,, 2 /x, 2 /i, 2 /a, 2 /x, 2 /i) 
where A, /it arc the Lame moduli and
P(ay k) =  s -  II(k ) ,
s
3 t I »
2 s , K C
where s E Æ is the deviator of the stress rr, = tru -  cr0/3 ,  tr0 = cru 4- cr22 +  (t33, s/;. = cr(J for i j. 
The function II is derived from experimental results, e.g. from uniaxial tests. We shall assume
d/7
ÚK H ' 5= c„ >  0 .
For the described plasticity model, we further obtain
OP 0P  3 ,y
P (Ur lis 2 s 1
K Ik y z > p i ,
2
s 1 Ds -  2¡ is1 s + A(.v i , + s22 + -v33)2 = 2/x y  s ,
»
p Dp  = 3/x ,
t'JK H' ,
v fi
p  ' *>/> 3/x
'f' *1' p Dp - q  z
3/u.
3/i 4- 3/x + c0
3. Incremental finite element analysis
Let us consider the body O  ñxed in the part r {) of its boundary dO and loaded by the volume force / v
in Si and by the surface force f H on the part I] of dii.
To formulate the problem of elasto-plasticity, we can follow the history of loading. For this we
introduce a continuation parameter ¿E [0 , T] and state the problem: find
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u = u(JC, i) , er =  cr(x, ¿) , K — k (x , i)
such that
er e(u) djt = (F, ü) V v E  K , t E (0, r ]
cr = D ep(er, K, é) é
k  =  G(cr, k ,  é  ) ê  
ê = e (á)
Û E V
with initial conditions
w(jc,0) =  0 ,  cr(x, 0) = 0 , k(*,0) =  0 V x E i l .
Here,
K = {u =  (i)l9v2t v3) : V i & H ' f ß ) , u = 0  on F0} ,
(F,ü)= f / > d *  + f /> d * .
Moreover, we use the incremental constitutive relations 
D ap(cr, k ,  è )  =  D  -  p ( c r ,  k ,  e ) D p ( o r ,  k )  ,
G(a, k, é) =p(cr, k, ¿ ) G p(cr, k) 
with p = p(cr(x), K(x),é(x)),
, . 0 if p TZ>e *£ 0 
^  * - i :’ " l 1 if p TDé >  0
n  ^ T£> r .  zpT*>
T  ^  T i  'JP'
(4)
(5)
p p T Dp — q T z  p p T Dp — q T z (6)
For the numerical solution, we consider a discretization given by using finite increments of load and 
replacing the space V  by some finite element subspace Vh. Thus, we approximate u(x, tk), cr(x,tk), 
k ( z ,  tk), tk =  k At, k =  0, 1, , TlAt,  by
, . k  j T  k  kUh e v i ,  <Th , K„
which can be computed by the explicit incremental finite element algorithm described in the following 
steps.
Initial step. Put w* = 0 , a°h -  0 ,
Load  steps, (k — 0, . . . , T /A t  -  1):
Given cr*, compute Auh9 Acrh9 AKh
Ao-Je(vA) dx  =  (AF k, vh) V v„ E  V„ ,
J /
=  D eJarkh, K kh , Ae) Ae,.,
(7)
AKh = G(cr£, k *, Ae) Ae , 
Ae,, =  e (A «J , Auh E V h ,
(8)
(9)
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(AFK, vh) = I (A fkv)'l vh dx + (Af k) \  ds ,
Afi(x)  =  fi(x “ k + i) -  fi(x, tk) , F'i = v, s .
Put:
u Ì+ , = u Ì  +  Auh , er1; ; 1 =  a i  + Aan , k ,*41 =  +  Ak„ .
End o f  the load step.
For the stress computation within the incremental algorithm, the state multiplicator p can be defined 
by the conditions
p(frkh, K kh, Ae/l) = r  I
0 if P ( a k, + D Aeh, K k) ^ 0
1 ìì P(crk, + D A e l„ K Ì ) > 0
In each loading step, we have to solve a nonlinear problem which can be form ulated as a system of 
nonlinear equations. To this end, we shall use an isomorphism
ß  : R " - » V h
and denote
Blt =  e ( ß u) for u G R" .
DEFINITION. For a  E S ,  k E Z  and w E R n fixed, we define two mappings A C(t(cr, k, w) and A c both 
from R" to R" and the vector Aƒ * E R" by the following identities
(10)( / I  (o -, k ,  w ) u , v)  -  (DeJcr, k ,  Bw)Bu)l Bv dx ,
n cp
( A cu , v ) =  (D ß u ) 'ß v d x ,
jf ^
<A f k, v )  = (AFk, ß v ) 
which should be valid for all o E R " .
(11)
(12)
DEFINIl'ION. Since A c is symmetric and positive definite, we can introduce the following two norms 
in R \
u I/: ~  U) ~  K " «
w|I_í, = V < ^ ; 1m.«> = i i a ; i/2h
In each step of the explicit incremental finite element algorithm we must solve the nonlinear equation
&{ku)  = Af k
with the nonlinear operator
(13)
3^  (áu)  = / i cp(o*\ k  k , Aw) Au . (14)
4. Regularized stress computation
The just introduced mapping 2F is not continuous. It can be seen if we take
u G  R n, p (a , K, u) =  1 , 
wfcE /?'\ p((r, K, uk) -  0, uk-+ u ,
because then
$F(ü) -  ^ (u ¿  ) —> ,4 ep (or, k ,  u)u -  A eu 9^0 .
This discontinuity is a. reason for introducing a regularized stress computation procedure with smoothed 
transition from the elastic to plastic state (see also [9]). The regularized model is more suitable for the 
numerical solution but we believe that it can also favourably influence the accuracy of the numerical 
solution.
The regularization can be obtained by replacing the discontinuous multiplier p by a continuous p 
defined in the following way.
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D E F IN IT IO N . Let 8 >  0 be a constant. Then we define
if P — P(cr + D ¿He, k )  ^  — 8
ps (or, k, Ae) = ) 1  +  P/S  if - 8  <  P  0
1 if P >  0
The use of p leads to the incremental finite element method with the nonlinear systems
1
#(Aw) = Af k , Am, A,fk G , 
where for all v G R"
(15)
(# (A  «), v ) =  I [ ( D -  p ( c r k , K k , B  Au)D ) £  Au]t 5i; djc.
J ƒ2
L E M M A  1. For x E. 12 we can define a norm in S by
(16)
D \/(D(x)s) s .
T
=  I  /  I  f  1 1  V  I O  I£>(*)
For a  G S, k  E.Z, x G i i ,  u, v G we s/ia// denote
p(x, u) = ps(cr, K, £u(a:)) , 
p(x, y) =  pg(cr, K, Su(jc))
and we shall suppose that p  = dP/da is uniformly bounded with respect to a, k , i.e
IIp L ^ c .
Then
(0\p{x, u) ~ p(x, y)| ^  _  Bv(x^
D * (17)
Moreover , i/zere exists a constant K  such that
esssup|p(;c, u) — p(x , u)| ^  K\\u -  v
xen E
(18)
PROOF.
\p(x, u)  — p(x, u)| =^5 ’^ (c r  +  DBu(x), k )  — P(a +  DBv(x),  k)|
5 'I c^r*’ D ^ B u ^  ~  Bv^
• 8 ~ 1 C|| 5u(*) - B v ( x ) \ \ d  .
The estimate (18) now follows from the fact that both
esssup ¡ K jO||dw
xGLSl
and
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W E
Sì
IK *) II
1/2
H y/)(*) ^
are equivalent norms on the finite dimensional space of functions
w : Si —;> S ,
NOTE 1. For the von Mises plasticity (see Example in Section 2) we have | |p | |D =  w here fx is the  
Lamé modulus (shear modulus).
NOTE 2, In the case of linear finite elements, the function w = Bv, v G R n is constant on the individual 
elements» Then we have
esssup||w(jf)||0 'Sy - 1/2 w
X <= n
where y  is minimal element volume. The constant K  then increases with the grid refinem ent,
K -  O (h — 3/2 ).
5. Properties of #
In this Section, wc shall prove existence and uniqueness of the solution of the nonlinear system (15) 
as a consequcnce of local monotonicity ancl Lipschitz continuity of §*.
LEMMA 2. Let v{) be the constant from (3), x E S i  and let
/> -  lív D {. V )  =  V c Ô j x ï s Ÿ s (19)
be a seminorm in 5. Then
s i y*) V ^IM |/,(,) for all s G S . (20)
PROOF , The definition of D„ yields
( P YD s ) 2 _ ( P l D p )  • (s r D s )
.......... i— ■ .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ? r  — ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - .....  . .......... — i
* ? »
(.D„s)ls
p r  Dp Tq z p rDp Tq z
vl}(Ds) vs
for all s G S. □
LEM M A 3, For all y, w E R n, we have
si
|(D pßt>)rßw| cbc o V E W (21)
PROOF.
n
|(£>„B v)vBw\ dx
n
I Bv « p |Bw|Dpd*
=£ Vi0
Si
^  M0
1/2
Si
Bv D dx
1/2
SI
0 V E W E □
Now, let us consider the nonlinear mapping §*. For u ,v>w  ŒR" , we obtain
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(§ (u )  -  &(v), w)  =  I [DB(u -  v)]rBw dbc
Q
[p(x, u)DpBu -  p(x, v )D pBv]TBw áx
( A J u - v ), w)  -  ƒ, -  / 2 , ( 2 2 )
where
A = I [P(x > u)D pB(u4^2
i;)]1# ^  dx (23)
I. [p(;e, «) -  p(*, i>)](D ßu)Tßw  dx .
n
(24)
According to Lemmas 3 and 1, we obtain
IA < Vio u — V E W E (25)
k: v{) K V E U — V E W E ' (26)
The above estimates imply that 3P is Lipschitz continuous and strongly monotone in any ball
B = {(iG y E < a }  i f  f  =  Vq + v0Ku  <  1.
As an consequence, we can prove existence and uniqueness of the solution of the system (15) under 
assumption that the load increment A f k is sufficiently small.
T H E O R E M  1. Let a  be such that Ç = v0 4  Kv{)a <  1 for p{), K  defined in (3) and (18), respectively. 
Denote  m =  1 — M  — 1 + £. Moreover , let co E (0, 2m /M  ) which gives that
2 21 — 2mcü +  M  a) <  1 .
Further, let the load increment Af k be sufficiently small, e.g.
1 - c2 - ----------a
it)
Then the iterations
A wi-H  1 Aw' + w A : i(A fK -  Sf(A«')) » A«" = 00 (27)
« 4 *  7
converge to the unique solution o f  the equation 3F(Au) = Af  in the ball Ba =  {u E y £
PROOF.  Let A i i ' - ' e ß ,  then
A U/+ 1 Aw' 2£ II Aw' — Aw
/-I 112 
E 2(ü(Lu' -  Am'-1 , ^ (Am ') -  ^ (Am '~ ‘ ) )
/-I
+ £0 /-I 2Zs
c2||Aw' — Aw/—i 2£ (28)
because of the local monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity of &  which can be obtained from (22)-(26),
i.e.
( 6F(Aw') -  5^(Aw' l ) , k u l - A u l l ) ^ m \ \ A u ! - A u/-i ;-l 2E  5 (29)
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WA^l&iàu')  - i- i
sup
h^ O
(SF(Aw') -  iF(Aw'_I), A - 1/2 w)
W
^sup
M L
M||Aw‘ — Aw/-i zr (30)
Further, we can prove that the iterations Aw' belong to Ba for all i ^ O .  Clearly,
An0 = 0 , i.e. Aw° E  Ba ,
ji Aw E \\coA:l A f k\\„ = a \ \ä f - E < a, i.e. Au} G: Bn .
Finally, for i >  1, we have
I) Aw' E < I)Aw' ”  Aw
( c * ~ l 4
E
4* 1) (j AwJ — Aw
+ 4  II Aw1 Awo E
*  •  *
d 1
E *  1 -  c to
The rest of the proof is standard. It is possible to show that {Aw'} fulfils tlie Cauchy condition and
therefore that it has a limit Aw in Bit. This limit is a solution of Eq. (15). According to the monotonicity 
of 3F- in B(i, the solution in Bix is unique, □
6. Inexact initial stiffness (IIS) algorithm
For the solution of the nonlinear system (15), we can use a Newton-like iterative algorithm whose 
iteration A«/--»Am' + 1 is given by the following relations:
(31)
(32)
A w '* 1 = Aw' + cod' ,
A cd* -  Af k -  &(Auj) a  -/?(A u')
where o> >  0 is a parameter.
This algorithm, often called the initial stiffness algorithm, is equal to the iterative m ethod (27) used in 
Theorem 1, In this section, we shall consider the inexact variant of this algorithm and we shall prove in 
Theorem 2 that the algorithm converges even without damping, i.e. with a> = 1. The convergence will 
be guaranteed only by assumption that the load step is sufficiently small.
In the inexact variant of this algorithm, it suffices to take d* which satisfy Eq, (32) only 
approximately, e.g. for which we have
I K d '  + Ä iA u 'V L ^ IlÄ iA M ')!! E (33)
for some r ] < l .
Note that - E  norm of the residual is in fact the energy E  norm of the error. Thus, the condition (33) 
will be fulfilled if, e.g. d l is a sufficiently accurate approximate solution of (32) obtained by the 
conjugate gradient method.
THEOREM  2. Let a >  0 be such that £ -  4- v(]Ka <  1 fo r  i/C), K  defined in (3) and (18), respectively , 
Moreover , let 17 from (33) and a) >  0 be such that
C =  |l — £0 I 4  &>(£ +TJ + ¿ 17) <  1 . 
Further, let A/*, Au{)E R n be such that
(34)
l|A«»|U + !iT ~ r  \Wk -  #(AU”)!|_e < « , (35)
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i.e. fo r  example, Aw° =  0, |¡A//c| |_ £ ^  (1 — c)a> l( l + 7?) 1a.
Then the inexact initial stiffness algorithm (31), (32), (33) converges to the unique solution Au o f  the
system (15) in the ball Ba = {v E R n, ||u|| E a } .
N O T E  3. The condition (34) can be satisfied if £ 4-77 4  £17 <  1. Then the optimal values are co = 1, 
c =  £  4 -17 4  £17 <  1 .
The condition (35) will be satisfied if the load increments are sufficiently small.
Note also that (1 — c)<o~l = 1 — £ —17 — £77 for 0<fc>=^l and therefore taking small o> does not 
decrease the restriction on thé size of the load increments.
I (SF(u) -  &(u) -  A e(u - ü ) ,  w)|
■T2
[p(jc, u)D Bu — p(x, u)£> J9u]t Sw dx
E h'IIe , C y ~ va + ^o-^IMIe •
This estimate gives the following approximation condition
(36)
\\@(u) -  &(v) -  A e(u -  u) | | _E =sup |(y4a ll2[@(u) -  SF(v) -  A c(u -  u)], w)| \\w 1
=sup II (êP(u) -  #(u) ”  A e(u — v), A 1/2w )| IItv
WJ* 0
^  iv  SUp
tv 7*0
M ~ U | U U 1/2 £
1
£v sup | U e(M - v ) - E W w
-1
»V?4 0
As a consequence of this approximation condition, we obtain the estimate
||i?(A i/+1) | |_ £. = ||í?(Am( + cod1) - E
11(1 -  do)Æ(AiÔ|| +  ||«[Ä(Au') 4 A , £ ] E
4- ^(Aw* 4* cod ) — R(Aul) — o)AQd ln _E
( | l  — ú>| + wi 7 ) | | i ? ( A u ' ) | | _ B + cog±ui\\Aed'
(|1 -  ú)| + COT} + o>£Ah,(1 + i j ) ) | | J ? (A u ' ) I | _ j
— E
1
fv| U 0( w - ü ) ~ E (37)
(38)
By induction, we can now prove that under the assumption (35) the inexact initial stiffness algorithm 
procedures the sequence { á u 1} for which
II Aw' E a  » (39)
I|/?(am 1 + 1 — E c l l^ A y ') E  *
First, from (35), it follows that
I M I a
thus, £Alfo =5 £ and from (38) we obtain (40) for i = 0. Moreover, (35) gives
Am1 E A E 4- co\ \d
0
E ||Am°||£ + ù)\\Aed°
II Au° ¡I jr + (1 +T7)io||i?(Aw0)|
I|A«°||e + (1 +T7)w||/?(Aw°)|
E
E
s; a  .
(40)
Second, let (39), (40) be valid for all Then
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(j Au i 1 E I|au'L + ( i + tjM / ? ( A m' ) | U
||Am(,!U + (1 + i7)cü(l + c H----- + cy)||/?(Au°)|| E
(I Auo E (1 + ri)co * i , n+ T -  r } - E a  .
Thus, according to (38), the conditions (39), (40) hold also for all i + 1 .  
Finally, from (39), (40), it follows that
there is a convergent subsequence Am'*—»AuE:Ba,
•  by continuity of &  and R, we obtain R(Au) = 0.
From the monotonicity (29) of §  in B„, we obtain
( 1 - £ ) | | A k' - A w E (Au! — Au, — #(Au))
<
{ A lJ 2(Aul -  Au), A ; i u [R(Au') -  R(Au)])  
||Am — Au||î;||7î(Am ) | |_E .
Thus, the monotonicity of in Ba gives the convergence of Au* to Au and the uniqueness of the 
solution of the system (15) in Ba. □
NOTE 4 . The estimates developed above can be somewhat pessimistic for problems for which the 
plastic behaviour is restricted to a small part of the domain Í2.
7, Inexact tangential stiffness (ITS) algorithm
i
Another Ncwton-like algorithm for the iterative solution of the nonlinear system (15) arises by 
replacing A c in the correction equation (32) by
= ^ep(fA  K*. A«') •
This leads to the tangential stiffness algorithm whose iteration Au‘—>Aul+l is given by the relations
Am'" 1 =  Am' + w d 1 ,
A (Au')d1 = Aƒ* ~  &{Au‘) m -R(Au')
(41)
(42)
where co >  0 is a parameter.
The inexact version of this algorithm will be obtained again by permitting that (42) is satisfied only 
approximately, e.g. that
\\A 0J/Hu,) d , + R{tiu‘)\\_E * r i \ \R & u ‘) (43)
for some r¡ <  1.
THEOREM  3. Let a > 0  be such that £ = vn( l  -  <  1 for  v(), K  defined in (3)  and (18),
respectively. Moreover , let r¡ from (43) and to > 0  be such that
c = | l~t i>| -fa>(£-f- ,rj + £tj) <  1 .
*
Furthery let Aƒ*, Au° ELR" fulfil a similar condition as in Theorem 2, i.e.
I|A«°|| IIA/' -  ^(A»°)ll-* «  « ■
(44)
(45)
Then the inexact tangential stiffness algorithm (41), (42), (43) converges to the unique solution o f  the 
system (1.5) in the ball Bn = { v ER",  |H | fi a }. ’
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P R O O F . We shall proceed similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2. First, we derive the approximation 
condition.
|(#(Au' + cod1) -  &(Au() -  A  (Au^tod*), w)|
o
\[p(Aul + codl)D B(Aul + cod1) -  p(Aul)D B(Aul) -  p(Aul)D B(codl)]TBw\ dx:
n
|p(Au‘ + cod')  -  p(Ak')| |[£>p5(Am' + <»d')]T5w | dx
VQK\\<odl \\B\\äu l+l w E  •
Thus,
H^ÇAu' + o>d') -  # (A u ') -  i4 (Au/)(o)d,)| -E vQK\\Au
/+i j?(0 I jí4 Qd - E
Now, we estimate the reduction of the residual.
E ||/?(Aw/ + cod1 E
11(1 -  « )ä (A«')||_b + ||a»[i?(A«-) + ^ Cp(AW'K ]||
+ \\R(Aul +  cod1) “
sí
E
R(Aul) — A ep(Aw')(cüdi) | |_ /r
«s |1 -  ||K (Au')||_fi + <ot,||/?(Aw' ) I U  + ° > £ M ed ‘
fi = ^ | |A « ,+1||a .
The inequality
k c¿ e ^ep(Ati' ) )d ‘, W)| p(Au')(D Bd')r Bw dxn
< ^oIM'Ue
implies that
1104 — Ae  cp - E
and therefore
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
U J
1
7 "  “ 7 "-E 1 M0 — E
M oreover, as a direct consfequence of (43), we have
I K p  d ‘ - E (1 +7/)||/?(Am') - E
From (49), (50), (51), we obtain
\\R(àu ! + l - E [ll CO + a>(£,.+17 + ¿'1.ij)]||/?(Am') - E  )
I
v0K
1 0
\Au i+i E  *
(50)
(51)
(52)
(53)
Now, we can prove again that the ITS algorithm produces the sequence {Au } for which
IIAm' IIe ^  a ,
i?(Au' + 1)|| _E =£ c||.R(Am') - E
with c from (44 )*
First, using (50), (51) and (45), we obtain
(54)
(55)
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||A« l £ l|Aw°IL- + w ||£/(,|| 
||Au(’||Æ + cü||Acd° -£
1 +TJ
IIA«°|l £ + « Y=V  l|tf(A«°)IU=£ a .1 I/q
a  and from (52), (53), we obtain the estimate (55).Thus, K Aw1
Second, let (54), (55) be valid for all i ^  j . Then
11 Au j  -I- 1 E l|Aw; L  +  w \\A 0d ‘ - E
I|a«'
1 f-
E-'-^rrrr I IW ) II- eV0
< I +77
1 V,0
A u
I +77 1
Hence, according to (52), (53) both (54), (55) are valid also for all /*£/' + 1.
Now the proof of Theorem 3 can be completed in the same way as the proof of Theorem  2, □
NOTE 5, The necessary conditions for convergence f  <  1 in Theorem 2 and £ <  1 in T heorem  3 are 
equivalent.
( N i
For given a , we have £ <  £ which shows faster convergence of the tangential stiffness m ethod 
compared with the initial stiffness method. Moreover, for very small a , we obtain £ «  £, i.e. the 
tangential stiffness method can be substantially faster for very small load increments.
8. Results for standard incremental techniques
Rigorous convergence proofs given in our paper require some regularization of the stress-stra in  
relation for finite increments (8). Adopted S-regularization, firstly introduced in [9], results in uniform 
Lipschitz continuity of the state multiplicator ßö (see Lemma 1) and the nonlinear mapping 9  (see 
Section 4). Practical use of á-regularization would, of course, demand some further research concerning 
the suitable choice of the parameter 5 and the accuracy of this kind of incremental finite elem ent 
algorithm.
The standard computational plasticity algorithms, cf. [11], use another regularization technique. Its 
simplest form arises when the state multiplicator p from (4) is replaced by plv -  pw(<rfn k{¡, A*?,,),
0 ; if P( 1 ) ^ 0j u ! l r  y i j
~ { l  -  0O if P(d{i) = 0 for some 0() E  (0,1)
where P(6)  =  P(crl -f OD à e h, kJ).
This simple weighting idea, introduced already in the earliest papers on the incremental finite 
element method cf. [10], can be further developed by taking D p in a h + 0oD  Ae,, instead of in crj o r  by 
some further enhancement of accuracy of the stress-strain relation by using the substepping technique
[11].
The regularization by weighting or simply w-regularization results again in continuity of the 
stress-strain relation (at least for the von Mises plasticity with isotropic hardening) but not in uniform  
Lipschitz continuity. That is the reason why we have used the S-regularization in our paper.
In our opinion, w-regularization is sufficient to guarantee the same convergence behaviour as 
described by our theory. As an example, we show here some results for a model problem , (see Fig. 1), 
and the inexact initial stiffness method.
In this model problem, the von Mises plasticity with elasticity modulus E ~  130 M Pa, Poisson ratio
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footing
Fig. 1, Square footing problem.
Table 1
Tota! numbers of outer (inner) iterations
77 ~  0.01 T) — 0.1 ADAPT
NP = 5 45(1379) 
NP = 20 59(1552) 
NP = 100 62(1319)
45 (667) 
60 (712) 
63 (506)
46 (399) 
63(383) 
65 (474)
^ = 0.3, isotropie hardening modulus H* —10,83 MPa and the yield limit for uniaxial loading cry — 
0.58 MPa is assumed. The problem is discretized in 33 x 33 x 17 node grid which is locally refined under 
the footing. The domain is divided into bricks which are further divided each into six tetrahedra. The 
dimension of the arising nonlinear systems is 55 539. The first load increment covers the fully elastic 
behaviour, the size of the other local increments is at most 1 /NP of the total load, where NP is a 
param eter.
The outer nonlinear iterations are stopped by the condition 
||K(àm' ) | |s ì8||A/*|| with £ = 0.001.
Accuracy of the inner iterations is controlled in the Eucledian norm by the condition
|K d '  +  Ä(Au')||*ij||Ä(AH')
with 7] given a priori or taken close to the reduction factor of the nonlinear iterations (the ADAPT 
technique). The inner iterations are performed by the conjugate gradient method with the displacement 
decomposition— incomplete factorization preconditioning (see [5]).
The results of computations can be see from Table 1 which displays total numbers of inexact initial 
stiffness iterations (NIIS) and in brackets numbers of inner iterations (NPCG). These numbers 
determine the total computational work.
The displayed results correspond to using w-regularization in the form described in [11], Without any 
regularization, the inexact initial stiffness method does not converge or converges extremely slowly for 
load increments given by NP =  5 and NP = 20. The convergence is again restored by taking sufficiently 
small load increments, e.g, for N P = 1 0 0  and 17 = 0.1 we obtain convergence with NIIS = 75 and 
NPCG =  511.
9. Conclusions
In Theorem s 1 , 2  and 3, we have proved the convergence of the inexact initial stiffness and the 
inexact tangential stiffness methods.
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In Theorem 1 the convergence is guaranteed by both small load increments which give local 
monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity and the use of strong damping by the param eter co. 
The results of Theorems 2 and 3 are stronger. They concern also the inexact versions of the 
Newton-like methods and show that the choice of sufficiently small load increments is sufficient for the 
convergence. The additional damping by the parameter a> is unnecessary and therefore faster 
convergence rate can be expected. This is also in agreement with our numerical experim ents and the 
experiments described in [7,3]« The convergence rate is especially high for problems with small plastic 
and transient zone, see Note 4. 
Comparing the initial stiffness and the tangential stiffness method, we can see tha t the convergence 
range of both are the same and that the latter method converges faster, see N ote 5. 
Our convergence proofs give the convergence rate which depends on both the size of load increm ents 
and the size of the finite element mesh h. The convergence rate will not deteriorate with the refinement
elements.
Note finally that some further numerical examples and also comparisons with return mapping 
incremental algorithms can be found in [3] and [6].
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